
         TRIBUTE TO PROFESSOR WANGARI  MAATHAI  

Some repentance needs to begin 

In those who ever came up with “Dark Continent.” 

With much to flaunt: fast growing economies, 

Eight female Presidents and more in the pipeline, 

A scoop of 22 African Nobel Laureates 

Out of 129 world Nobel Laureates 

Since the Alfred Nobel’s 1901 legacy, 

Africa takes her place amongst reputable global cognoscenti 

And so arose out of rural Nyeri, Kenya, 

A larger -than-life 2004 Nobel Peace Laureate, Professor Wangari 

Maathai 



In the axis of ordinariness and exceptionalism, 

Wangari gets the latter. 

Gifted with a level of creativity 

That distinguished her from the environment 

From which she was extrapolated, 

Professor Wangari refused to be incarcerated 

By the mediocre  parameters of her fellow men. 

She did not fit in with the pack; she made her strides, 

Incubating  a trend setting, yet far from condescending; 

Brought pride to Kenya and Africa, yet knew no pride herself. 

Where would you have likely found Wangari? 

Well, either squelching through the slums of gritty Nairobi, 

Or gliding across red carpets, hobnobbing with Heads of States; 

Educating her people on the litany of woes: 

Violence against women and children, 

Disruption and breakdown of families, 

And disintegration  of cultures and families. 

Gifted, she was, with extraordinary clairvoyance, 

A boundless versatility, arresting rural and urban issues 

With a bold  radical tenacity. 

Environmentalist, feminist, Politician, Rabble rouser, 

Human rights advocate, but most especially, Wangari’s hall of fame, 

Is her unique perception of an intimate connection 

Between environmental degradation and poverty. 



Her Green Belt Movement of over 30 million planted trees 

Makes tree planting a revelation! Wangari knew that 

Trees maximize  atmospheric oxygen, prevent soil erosion, 

Provide healing (Vic Medicatrix Naturae), provide eye-soothing  

 Canopy of green, food, firewood, civic scenic pride, and a symbol 

of peace. 

Then, the Nobel Peace Committee in 2004 watched Wangari and 

said YES!!! 
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